Discuss this declaration of originality and the issue of plagiarism together with your (co-)promoter or the ombudsperson during the redaction process of your draft.

I hereby declare

- that all sources employed in this draft – including internet sources – have been correctly referenced in the footnotes and bibliography.
- that the sources of all paraphrased texts have been correctly referenced in the footnotes and bibliography.
- that this draft is entirely my own and does not contain material from unreferenced external sources (including the work of other students or professional agencies).
- that this draft has never been submitted elsewhere for academic credit.
- that I have read and understood the University’s definition of plagiarism as stated in the Guidelines for the Composition of Essays, Master’s Theses, and Dissertations.

Plagiarism is a form of examination fraud that consists of the action of copying the work (ideas, texts, structures, images, plans, …) of someone else without adequate acknowledgement, in an identical form or slightly changed. For the application of these regulations the copying of one’s own work without adequate acknowledgement is considered examination fraud.

- that I have read, understood and implemented the Faculty’s recommendations for avoiding plagiarism as stated in the Guidelines for the Composition of Essays, Master’s Theses, and Dissertations.
- that I am aware of the sanctions applied by the Faculty and University when instances of plagiarism have been detected (Articles 84-86 of the Regulations on Education and Examinations)
- that I am aware that every effort will be made to detect plagiarism in my draft, including the standard use of plagiarism detection software such as Turn-it-In.

This form must be completed, signed, and dated. It is mandatory to insert a signed original in each of the final, bound versions of the draft submitted at the Research Secretariat (for dissertations) or the Student Secretariat (all other essays and theses) before the defence.
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